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Abstract. Embodied AI, learning through interaction with a physical
environment, typically requires large amounts of interaction with the
environment in order to learn how to solve new tasks. Training can be
done in parallel, using simulated environments. However, once deployed
in e.g., a real-world setting, it is not yet clear how an agent can quickly
adapt its knowledge to solve new tasks.
In this paper, we propose a novel Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning (HRL) method that allows an agent, when confronted with a novel
task, to switch between exploiting prior knowledge through temporally
extended actions, and environment exploration. We solve this trade-off
by utilizing the disagreement between action distributions of selected
previously acquired policies. Selection of relevant prior tasks is done by
measuring the cosine similarity of their attached natural language goals
in a pre-trained word-embedding.
We analyze the resulting temporal abstractions, and we experimentally
demonstrate the effectiveness of them in different environments. We show
that our method is capable of solving new tasks using only a fraction
of the environment interactions required when learning the task from
scratch.
Keywords: Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning · Task Adaptation
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Introduction

Humans acquire a wide range of different skills over a lifetime. We are capable of
solving complex new problems by quickly adapting, and combining these skills.
For example, when learning how to ride a motorbike, balancing skills learned
from riding a bicycle might be re-utilized.
But how do we know which skills can be useful when confronted with a new
task? We could use trial-and-error learning, and test which of our prior skills
works best in a new situation. This approach is commonly used in Hierarchical
Reinforcement Learning (HRL) approaches [19,2].
However, when able to communicate, language is a much more efficient instrument to communicate how different skills can be transferred, in order to solve
new tasks. For example, one could say to someone who is learning how to ride
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a motorbike that: riding a motorbike is just like riding a bicycle. Or, in order
to find a new object, one typically can explain how to find it in terms of the
relation with other objects we already are able to localize: e.g., the microwave
is on top of the fridge.
Embodied AI is a sub-field of AI interested in acquiring intelligent behavior
through physical interaction with the environment. Various tasks have been proposed [1] such as PointGoal (navigating to specific points in the environment),
ObjectGoal (navigating to an instance of an object category), and AreaGoal
(navigating to a specific type of room).
Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) methods [27,18,16,28] have been proposed to utilize high-dimensional visual sensor data in order to tackle these
problems. The most successful attempts utilize intermediate models capable of
building internal (semantic) maps in order to perform efficient exploration [5,10].
However, these approaches typically start training from scratch, and offer no
solution on how to efficiently extend the capabilities of an agent over its lifetime
[23]. This is especially an important problem in real-world embodied systems
(e.g., a collaborative robot). In this setting, an agent typically has no access
to large amounts of compute, and needs to come up with new solutions in a
reasonable timeframe.
In order to work towards real-world embodied systems, capable of quickly
adapting their knowledge to novel tasks, inspired by the way humans learn
through communication, we introduce a novel HRL [24] method. Our method
formulates an answer to two important questions: a) which prior skills are useful when learning how to solve a new task? b) how can we solve the trade-off
between utilizing prior knowledge, and acquiring new skills by exploring the
environment?
We answer these questions by utilizing pre-trained word-embeddings to select
source tasks based on their goal descriptions in natural language. We utilize the
disagreement between prior policy action distributions in order to decide when
to exploit the priors, and when to explore novel paths.
Our answers to these two questions allow an agent to use prior knowledge
efficiently as temporally extended actions.
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Preliminaries

We consider a goal-conditional Reinforcement Learning (RL) setting, and model
the problem as a Semi-Markov Decision Process (SMDP), defined by the tuple
hS, A, P, r, γi. In each episode the agent is tasked with reaching a goal gt ∈ G.
On each time step t the environment produces a state st ∈ S according to an
to the agent unknown transition function P(st+1 |st , at ). The agent consists of a
two-level hierarchy [24]. The top level samples an option ωi ∼ π(st , gt ) from its
policy-over-options. Only options for which the current state is part of the option
its initiation set st ∈ Iwi are considered. The policy-over-options either invokes a
single primitive action at (point option), or follows a temporally extended action
through the intra-option policy of the option πωi (st ), which produces a sequence
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of primitive actions until the termination condition β(st ) of the active option is
triggered. After utilizing a primitive action, the agent receives a reward scalar
rt (st , gt , at , st+1 ).
The goal of the RL problem consists of maximizing the sum of rewards,
discounted by a factor γ ∈ [0, 1]:
#
"∞
X
t
E
γ rt (st , gt , at , st+1 )
(1)
π,P

t=0

In order to maximize this return, we opted to use Sample Efficient ActorCritic with Experience Replay (ACER) [25] as it utilizes recent variance reduction techniques, parallel training, and off-policy updates using an experience
replay buffer. More specifically we choose ACER because of the following properties:
– Focus on sample efficiency through the usage of an experience replay buffer,
which allows usage of environment experiences multiple times.
– Off-policy updates through importance sampling allows for our adaptation
method to utilize actions sampled from a different distribution (the prior
policies).
– The policy directly outputs a distribution over actions which we can compare
with other policies.
In ACER on each training iteration there is an on-policy update after taking
n rollout steps. Afterwards there are also one or multiple off-policy updates by
taking samples from a replay buffer.
We make use of a word-embedding in order to transform the goal object gt ,
described using a word in natural language, to a continuous numerical vector
zt ∈ Rd [4]. Essential is that d is much smaller than the size of the entire
vocabulary.
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Disagreement Options

Our method is concerned with utilizing prior knowledge as temporally extended actions (options) in order to increase the sample efficiency, the required
interactions with the environment, when learning new tasks.
The approach can be divided into two distinct sub-systems, which each address an important question. The task similarity system (Section 3.1) is concerned with selecting useful prior knowledge which will be best suited in order
to solve the novel task. For example: would a bicycle riding skill be more useful
than a car driving skill when learning how to ride a motorbike? Once we have selected which priors we would like to use, the task adaptation phase (Section 3.2)
is initiated in order to train a new policy by intelligently reasoning when to
utilize prior knowledge as temporally extended actions, and when to explore the
environment. The agent assumes the presence of a set of prior policies, we discuss
some possibilities on how to acquire such priors in Section 3.3.
The pseudocode of the entire approach is presented in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Disagreement Options
M(·): Pre-trained word-embedding
B: disagreement score buffer with max size α
π(st , gt ): new policy under training
1: while agent rollout in progress do
2:
Observe state st and goal gt
3:
x ∼ U (0, 1)
4:
if x < H(π(st , gt )) − 0.1 then
5:
Find 2 closest prior policies (πz1 , πz2 ) according to:
zi = argmaxzi (cos(M(gt ), M(zi ))
6:
Calculate disagreement score:
d1 = DKL (πz1 (st , z1 )||πz2 (st , z2 ))
d2 = DKL (πz2 (st , z2 )||πz1 (st , z1 ))
d = min(d1, d2)
7:
Add
disagreement score to buffer B
Pα
8:
if
i Bi /α > β then
9:
x ∼ U (0, 1)
10:
if x < 0.5 then
11:
Perform action at ∼ πz1 (st , z1 )
12:
else
13:
Perform action at ∼ πz2 (st , z2 )
14:
end if
15:
end if
16:
else
17:
Perform action at ∼ π(st , gt )
18:
end if
19:
store hst , at , st+1 , gt , rt+1 i in ACER experience replay buffer
20: end while
21: Perform ACER on-policy update
22: Perform n ACER off-policy updates

3.1

Task Similarity: How to select relevant priors?

The agent is provided with a library of different prior policies {πg1 , ..., πgi },
all capable of reliably performing one or multiple different tasks {g1 , ..., gi }. In
order to decide which prior policies are useful as prior knowledge when learning
a new task, we make use of natural language. Our reasoning is that when goal
descriptions are close in language space, they are potentially also close in policy
space [14,8].
More specifically, we use a pre-trained word-embedding from [13]. This embedding was pre-trained on a set of tasks which are not tailored to our setting,
utilizing the OntoNotes 5 [26] dataset. Our embedding is trained [15] by taking as input a large corpus of texts, and outputs a vector space R300 . Words
that appear in similar contexts, are trained to also be close to each other in the
resulting vector space.
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When confronted with a new goal gt , we calculate the cosine similarity of the
resulting vector, after being processed through the word-embedding M(x) with
all labels {z0 , ..., zi } attached to the available prior policies {πz0 , ..., πzi }:
zi = argmaxzi (cos(M(gt ), M(zi ))

(2)

We select the two policies whose labels are closest to the new goal in the
word-embedding space as prior knowledge. Our method requires at least two
policies in order to calculate a disagreement between their action distributions
in the next phase. We use the minimum of two prior policies in the rest of
this paper, as prior knowledge is often expensive to acquire. However, it’s a
straightforward extension to adapt our method to use more priors. The cosine
similarity between goal objects used in our experiments is pictured in Figure 1.
For example, in an ObjectGoal task, when asked to navigate to a new goal object
shower, policies attached to goals such as bathtub and toilet are most similar in
the word-embedding space, and will be selected (if available) as most potent
source tasks.

shower 1.0000 0.7559 0.7313 0.5398 0.4289 0.4032 0.4302 0.3287 0.3871 0.4006 0.1394 0.2317
bathtub 0.7559 1.0000 0.6916 0.4998 0.3479 0.4294 0.4341 0.3751 0.3213 0.3826 0.1245 0.1862
toilet 0.7313 0.6916 1.0000 0.5031 0.3733 0.4146 0.4378 0.3256 0.3577 0.3699 0.1820 0.2040
bed 0.5398 0.4998 0.5031 1.0000 0.3894 0.5253 0.4160 0.2494 0.4405 0.3285 0.2533 0.2473
wardrobe 0.4289 0.3479 0.3733 0.3894 1.0000 0.6159 0.3392 0.2521 0.2815 0.2167 0.1345 0.1918
nightstand 0.4032 0.4294 0.4146 0.5253 0.6159 1.0000 0.3795 0.3112 0.4619 0.2643 0.1600 0.2153
stove 0.4302 0.4341 0.4378 0.4160 0.3392 0.3795 1.0000 0.6051 0.3401 0.6308 0.3130 0.1694
toaster 0.3287 0.3751 0.3256 0.2494 0.2521 0.3112 0.6051 1.0000 0.2483 0.6674 0.3340 0.1219
table 0.3871 0.3213 0.3577 0.4405 0.2815 0.4619 0.3401 0.2483 1.0000 0.2561 0.2806 0.2382
microwave 0.4006 0.3826 0.3699 0.3285 0.2167 0.2643 0.6308 0.6674 0.2561 1.0000 0.3848 0.1472
potato 0.1394 0.1245 0.1820 0.2533 0.1345 0.1600 0.3130 0.3340 0.2806 0.3848 1.0000 0.3625

yellow

potato

microwave

table

toaster

stove

nightstand

wardrobe

bed

toilet

bathtub

shower

yellow 0.2317 0.1862 0.2040 0.2473 0.1918 0.2153 0.1694 0.1219 0.2382 0.1472 0.3625 1.0000

Fig. 1: Similarity scores of different goals in the word-embedding space. These scores
are used in order to decide what prior knowledge to use.
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Task Adaptation: How should we use the prior knowledge?

Once we have selected the prior policies which we expect might be most useful,
we can utilize these priors in order to solve the novel task. We treat the selected
prior policies as options [24]. Thus, the agent now needs to decide when to use
its primitive actions in order to explore, and when to follow the option policies
in order to quickly reach new parts of the state-space.
This is a delicate balance, because when the agent would only follow the
temporally extended actions greedily, it would not be capable of learning anything new. So, ideally, the agent should be capable of assessing when it should
greedily follow the priors, and when it should explore. For example, when we are
trying to locate a toothbrush object in a house, a temporally extended action
that would take the agent to the bathroom is a useful prior. However, once we
have entered the bathroom, the agent should explore it, in order to extend its
capabilities.
Note that if the agent had access to a sensor that knows in which room the
agent resides, this sensor could be used to steer the termination of the active
option. Unfortunately, such a sensor is not trivially available, and we propose
an alternative scheme based on disagreement between priors, to steer option
termination.
In order to decide when to use prior knowledge, we utilize the action distributions of the selected prior policies. Given a state st these prior policies output
different action distributions. We reason that when these distributions align,
measured by the KL divergence between them, it is useful to greedily follow
these policies as a temporally extended action. We call this score the disagreement score.
DKL (πz1 (st )||πz2 (st )) =

X
a

πz1 (a|st ) log

πz1 (a|st )
πz2 (a|st )

(3)

Because the KL divergence is not symmetric, we calculate the disagreement
score as follows:
d = min [DKL (πz1 (st )||πz2 (st )), DKL (πz2 (st )||πz1 (st ))]

(4)

By using the minimum we slightly favor utilizing the prior knowledge, which
experimentally yielded the best results.
When the two prior policies diverge on what the action of the agent should
be, we terminate the temporally extended action and let the agent explore by
itself. For example, two policies which pursue a towel and a toothbrush object,
will have similar action distributions up until they reach the bathroom. Upon
entering the bathroom the action distributions diverge, because their implicit
high-level navigation target changed from reaching the bathroom to reaching
the individual objects.
Because the action distributions of the prior policies can be noisy, we utilize
a moving average of the disagreement scores B acquired over the last α steps.
On each training step, we compare this moving average against a threshold β
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in order to decide when to use our prior knowledge, and when to terminate the
temporally extended action:
(
Pα
πz1 (st ), if
i Bi /α > β
at =
π(st ),
otherwise

(5)

When the prior policies are in agreement, we randomly sample the recommended best action from one of the prior policies. As their divergence is small,
they will output similar actions, so it does not matter which one to sample from.
We take this action in the environment, and use it to update the new policy. In
contrast, if there is disagreement, the agent uses the new policy to explore, by
sampling an action from it.
While the disagreement window α and the disagreement threshold β are
hyperparameters, which potentially are subject to an expensive search in order
to get optimal values, we experimentally demonstrate that approximate optimal
values can be found easily.
Because ACER has an experience replay buffer, and utilizes off-policy training, after a few iterations, prior knowledge will have found its way into the buffer,
and thus also into the new policy. In order to gradually reduce the dependency
on the priors, we only rely on the priors when the entropy of the action distribution of the new policy for the current observed state H(π(st , gt )) is still
high. We assume this distribution entropy lowers as the new policy learns the
new task. This is a realistic assumption in a deterministic environment in which
an optimal policy will converge to assigning almost all probability to a single
action given a state. The entropy measurement is used to gradually reduce the
probability of invoking the temporally extended actions:
I(st ) = P (x ∼ U(0, 1) < H(π(st ))) − 0.1

(6)

We correct this probability with a small factor −0.1 in order to encourage
exploration early on in training. Increasing this factor will reduce the usage of
the priors.
3.3

Prior Policy Acquisition

We assume prior policies are provided a priori to the agent. A lot of different options are available to acquire such source policies. One could use any RL
algorithm to train a policy. We especially envision RL methods that maximize
entropy to be potent methods to acquire diverse prior policies. For example, VIC
[9] tries to maximize the amount of different states the agent can reach by maximizing the mutual information between the set of skills and their termination
states.
We also deem it possible to use an imitation learning approach [12,21] to
bootstrap the agent, utilizing policies compiled from (human) expert demonstrations.
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Experiments

We empirically show the effectiveness of our method in two different settings: a
simple 3D gridworld and the photo-realistic Habitat simulator.

(a) MiniWorld

(b) Habitat

Fig. 2: Example ego-centric RGB states used in our experiments.

4.1

3D MiniWorld

The setting of our first set of experiments consists of a visually basic 3D world.
In this environment we simulate a domestic apartment setting with three fixed
different designated rooms: a bedroom, a kitchen and a bathroom. Each room
has a visually distinct theme, and has multiple objects in it. The objects are
represented using differently colored cubes in fixed positions. These three rooms
are connected by a corridor. The agent always starts in a random position in
this corridor. This setting is implemented as a custom level in the MiniWorld
[6] environment.
In each episode the agent is tasked with finding an object in this environment.
The state-space consists only of the ego-centric RGB render (e.g., Figure 2a).
Additionally, the agent observes a densely defined reward signal, which consists
of the decrease of distance between the agent and the goal object. We also
penalize the agent for slacking by subtracting a negative reward of -0.01 for
each step taken. A positive reward of 10 is rewarded upon reaching a minimum
distance to the goal object. The agent is allowed a maximum of 500 steps to
reach the goal.
Room Sensor In order to validate our hypothesis that prior knowledge can
be useful to navigate the agent to the room with the goal object in it, we first
equip the agent with a room sensor. This sensor informs the agent when it is
positioned in the corridor, and thus should follow the prior policies greedily,
in order to navigate to the room containing the goal object. We selected prior
policies which were trained on goal objects that are in the same room as the
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(a) New goal object: bathtub, priors: shower, toilet
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(b) New goal object: nightstand, priors: bed, wardrobe

Fig. 3: Average success rate of our disagreement agent (green) and our disagreement
agent with a room sensor (orange) during training in the MiniWorld environments. We
compare with learning the task from scratch (blue). Results are averaged over 10 runs
and utilized window size α = 10 and disagreement threshold β = 0.1.

new goal object. Once inside the correct room, the agent knows not to follow
the prior anymore, but to explore by itself.
When utilizing this room sensor with prior policies capable of navigating
to the shower and toilet goal objects, our results show that the agent almost
instantly (50k training steps) is capable of adapting to reliably reach the new
bathtub goal (Figure 3a). Similarly, the agent is capable of quickly learning to
navigate to the nightstand goal object using prior policies capable of reaching
the bed and wardrobe (Figure 3b). We plot an example trajectory followed during
training in Figure 4. In this trajectory the usage of prior knowledge that led the
agent to the correct room is plotted in green, while the exploratory part of the
trajectory is plotted in blue.
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Fig. 4: Example trajectory of our disagreement agent followed during training. In the
green part of the trajectory the agent follows the prior, in the blue part the agent
explores the environment. In this case, the agent has access to a room sensor and only
explores in the room of the goal object.

(a) window size α = 1

(b) window size α = 3

(c) window size α = 10

Fig. 5: Example trajectories of our disagreement agent using different disagreement windows in the MiniWorld environment. Parts of the trajectory marked in green utilized
the prior knowledge, in blue parts the agent explored. In this setting larger disagreement windows lead to more stable utilization of the prior knowledge.
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Fig. 6: Ablation study of the disagreement threshold in the MiniWorld environment
(new goal: bathtub, priors: shower, toilet). A value of 0 never utilizes the prior knowledge, while a value of 1 does not explore the environment (when the action distribution
entropy is still high at the beginning of training). Results are averaged over 10 runs.
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Fig. 7: Average success rate of our disagreement agent in the MiniWorld environment
on the bathtub task. We compare different disagreement window sizes. Longer disagreement windows lead to more stable utilization of the temporally extended actions.
Results are averaged over 10 runs.
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Fig. 8: An example trajectory of the agent in a scan of our office floor. The red star is
the new goal, while the prior goals are marked with a yellow circle.

Disagreement Options However, a room sensor is not something an autonomous agent typically has access to. In the second set of experiments we
wanted to validate whether the disagreement options provide a similar efficient
usage of prior knowledge without such a sensor.
As plotted in Figure 3, the agent is capable of efficiently utilizing the prior
knowledge when using the disagreement scheme (α = 10, β = 0.1), starting with
a success rate averaging 60-80%, and quickly getting an average success rate of
nearly 100%.
We also did an ablation study of our hyperparameters in this setting. In
Figure 6, we demonstrate the impact of the disagreement threshold β. When
setting the value too high, the agent does not explore enough, while a too low β
value will only limitedly benefit the task adaptation.
Figure 7 presents the impact of the disagreement window size α. In this
setting, larger window sizes (α > 3) are more efficient, as smaller window sizes
lead to noisy trajectories, while a larger window size allows the agent to exploit
the prior knowledge more systematically (Figure 5).
4.2

Photorealistic Simulator

For our second set of experiments, we use the Habitat photo-realistic simulator
[22] and a 3D scan of our office floor. This environment is considerably more
challenging than the MiniWorld environment, both structurally and visually.
We use the same reward setting as in our MiniWorld experiments. Similar to the
MiniWorld environment, the agent only has access to a visual RGB egocentric
observation of the current state. In this setting the agent starts in a completely
random position, and is allowed to take 500 actions in order to reach a new goal
in a fixed position (the main table in the office canteen). In order to master
this novel task, the agent has access to two prior policies which are capable of
navigating to two other goals within the canteen.
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Fig. 9: Results of the disagreement agent (window size α = 10, disagreement threshold
β = 0.1) in the photorealistic Habitat simulator (green) compared to learning the task
from scratch. Results are averaged over 10 runs.

The results from using our disagreement options within this environment
can be found in Figure 9. While this task is considerably harder in terms of
structure than the MiniWorld tasks, the agent is capable of utilizing the prior
knowledge in order to reach a nearly perfect average success rate on the novel
task considerably faster (150k training steps vs 250k training steps), than if the
agent would have to start from scratch.

5

Towards Real-World Task Adaptation

Because our method only relies on goals formulated in natural language and
egocentric visual observations, we can also potentially use our method in a realworld setting. In this setting we let the agent solve different tasks in simulation,
and through sim2real techniques, utilize them in the real world. When confronted
with a new task in the real world, the agent could use the prior knowledge
gathered in simulation to solve the novel task considerably faster in the real
world.
It is often not possible to define a dense reward signal in the real world.
The use of prior knowledge allows our agent to efficiently reach states closer to
the goal object, and thus increases the chance of the agent obtaining positive
learning signals. This allows us to believe that it might be possible to learn only
from sparse reward signals, which are more obtainable in real-world scenarios.
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Related work

Transfer learning has been utilized successfully in supervised learning tasks. In
this setting, multiple levels of low-level learned features can often be re-used in
order to speed up learning novel tasks.
A lot of research has been conducted on how prior knowledge can be utilized
in RL as well. As learned lower level features in RL are often task specific, it
is generally difficult to simply re-use them. Instead, prior knowledge has been
utilized in RL as auxiliary reward signals, policy distillation, inter-task mapping and as temporally extended actions. An example algorithm using natural
language as an auxiliary reward can be found in [3]. [20] proposes to use natural language as an intermediate channel to facilitate transfer between different
domains. LamBERT [17] has a multi-modal visual and language representation
which proved to be beneficial for transfer to novel tasks.
Word embeddings have been used in RL as an action-space reduction technique [8], and we examined the usefulness of word embeddings for task adaptation in prior work [14].
Some of the research which is closest to ours includes the Deep Q-learning
from Demonstration (DQfD) architecture [11], which learns both from demonstrations and trial-and-error learning by introducing an additional replay buffer.
[7] proposed a probabilistic distribution over prior policies (the policy library)
based on the expected performance gain of utilizing the prior policy.

7

Discussion

Our task-adaptation method is supported by the assumption that goals that
are close in language-space should also be close in policy-space. However, this
might not always be the case. If the agent selects prior goals which are physically
located nowhere near the new goal, but in different locations, our method will
not hinder progress as the priors will always disagree, and thus the agent will
not use the priors. If however the wrong priors do agree on the next action, the
agent will be steered in the wrong direction, and learning will be slower. In these
settings the disagreement threshold could be lowered.
In our experiments we utilized a deterministic environment. If the environment is completely stochastic (e.g., all objects are randomly placed in random
rooms) our method would not be able to utilize prior knowledge. However, if
objects are placed in random positions, but always in the same rooms, our adaptation method would still be capable of adapting, and could even benefit from
the learned ability of the priors to explore a certain room.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a novel method to transfer prior knowledge from prior
tasks to a new task through temporally extended actions. We do this by selecting
prior knowledge based on cosine similarity in a prior word-embedding space. In
order to decide when to utilize our prior knowledge, and when to explore our
environment, we rely on the disagreement between action distributions of the
selected priors.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method in a visually simple 3D
MiniWorld and a photorealistic simulator. We also hint at how our method might
be used in the real world to expand the capabilities of a real-world embodied
agent.
As future work, we would like to address the management and scaling of prior
and novel policies. We also would like to examine how additional abstractions
can be discovered using our disagreement method, potentially in a multi-level
hierarchical system.
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